


“What do you see” “What looks familiar and what looks unfamiliar”
Have student write on individual white boards what they see. 
Discussion will come out that n represents exponent - review meaning of exponent
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Practice with a couple exponents using this Flow Sequence aka Math String
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Have students list a few prime #s 



“What do you see” “What looks familiar and what looks unfamiliar”
Have student write on individual white boards what they see. 
Discussion will come out that n represents exponent - review meaning of exponent



Have students work in groups to try to figure out as many exponential numbers that 
create a # 9. Show one example. 



Share with students that Mersenne was an 



Marin Mersenne (1588 – 1648) was a French mathematician and 
priest. Because of the frequent exchanges with his contacts in the 
scientific world during the 17th century, he has been called the “the 
post-box of Europe”.

Today we mostly remember him for the Mersenne primes, prime 
numbers that can be written as 2n−1. Most of the largest known 
primes are of this type. He also studied acoustics and the harmonics 
of a vibrating string, and wrote about theology and philosophy.



When 2n-1 is prime it is said to be a Mersenne prime.



n = 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 31, 61, 89, 107 and 127.

Tell students that Mesenne identified the follow numbers as Meseene Prime
However, that he made a mistake, 
Share more history about the new revelations of which were Prime.
It was obvious to Mersenne's peers that he could not have tested all of these 
numbers (in fact he admitted as much), but they could not test them either.  It 
was not until over 100 years later, in 1750, that Euler verified the next number 
on Mersenne's and Regius' lists, 231-1, was prime.  After another century, in 
1876, Lucas verified 2127-1 was also prime.  Seven years later Pervouchine 
showed 261-1 was prime, so Mersenne had missed this one.  In the early 
1900's Powers showed that Mersenne had also missed the primes 289-1 and 
2107-1.  Finally, by 1947 Mersenne's range, n < 258, had been completely 
checked and it was determined that the correct list is:

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Lucas.html




This is the first Mesenne Prime equations. The current record of of Mesenne prime 
has n as 82,589,933 which was discovered in 2018. How many consecutive primes 
would that be



“This is the first 7” What consecutive number would the current discovery be”









https://primes.utm.edu/mersenne/ 

https://primes.utm.edu/mersenne/


Review with students Prime #s 


